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Chapter Three. Into the Mystic: The Essence of the Ephemeral “Magic” in Music 

 

3.1 Overview of Chapter Three 

 Music’s part in human experience extends beyond the emotional and physical 

effects now being investigated by scientists and the caregiving professions into the realm 

of mysticism and magic. Thinkers and artists from ancient times to the present have 

explored the bond of music between human kind, the earthly environment, and the 

heavens above. Although mysticism and magic are not the focus of the present work, 

expressions since civilization’s beginnings of the power of these musical bonds must be 

addressed as they give context to the treatment in other chapters of the palpable—and 

today measurable—effects of music on people and societies.  

3.2 Sound as Signal 

Throughout much of the history of artistic creation the role of musical “sound as 

signal” remains omnipresent. Whether it is Virgil describing the trumpets of Mars 

signaling war in the Aeneid 105 or Van Morrison waiting for the fog horn to announce the 

moment of “sailing into the mystic,”106 the reality of change is accompanied by sound 

and most often that sound is music. The references to this unstated sonic shadowing are 

seemingly infinite. Kerouac has one of his On the Road characters tell of the “old tenor 

                                                 
105. VII. 615-630 in Ruden, trans., The Aeneid Virgil, p. 162 
106. “Into the Mystic,” by Van Morrison, first recorded 1969. 
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man” who creates “true relaxation and knowledge”107 while Shakespeare “sings this to 

thee: thou single will prove none.”108 The motif is not limited to the artistic imagination 

however and there are countless examples of musical markers in the everyday world. 

These signals are many and varied across many cultures and include conch shells, rams 

horns (gemshorn), drums in a multiple of sizes and forms, vocal yells, calls, and chants, 

bagpipes, digeridoos, among other items. Bells, the aural element of signaling over a 

wide area to a large constituency, were most common to western civilization prior to the 

invention of electricity and dependent sound media instruments such as telegraph, 

telephone, loud speakers, radio, TV, the internet, etc. Bells are musically conceived, 

tuned, and arranged in schema based on pitches matching the acoustic laws of vibration 

which serve to classify them as music instruments. Their harmonic essence, similar to 

most musical “machines” known to humanity, is founded on the natural overtone series 

which Schenker termed Der Klang der Natur in his 1906 speculative treatise Harmony. 

Bells, humanity’s sonic timekeepers, marked the regular hours from European church 

steeples, tolled the death knell of countless human passings, marked royal weddings and 

coronations, and continued with the annual duty of ringing in the change promised with 

every new year. Those assembled as revelers on December 31, upon hearing the change 

respond immediately with the old Scottish tune to mark the temporal change into another 

large scale beginning of another year which brings all the hope and belief in a better 

future while also somehow banishing the negatives of the past. Bells signal a change—a 

                                                 
107. (New York: Penguin Books USA, 1976; 1st ed. 1957), pp. 133-34. 
108. Sonnet 8. 
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moment of transition, the passing of the old and the birth of the new. No more exotic use 

of bells for a spiritually elusive moment are when they are rung to make articulate the 

miracle of transubstantiation during the Eucharistic service of the Roman Catholic 

church. Bells do not ring of their own accord. The human imagination demands that 

sound occur in parallel with change—marking, announcing, encouraging, supporting, 

proclaiming, and acting as catalyst.  

The musical sound of change is sometimes generated by and of nature itself such 

as when Romeo and Juliet, lamenting the coming dawn, ponder whether the birdsong 

they hear is that of the lark or nightingale. Spring (birth and re-birth) and summer (life) 

are universally and everywhere linked to song. This is especially true of spring and the 

emergence from the grave of winter: “the time of the singing of birds has come” from 

Song of Songs; and in the medieval Reading rota “Sumer is icumen in lhude sing 

cuccu”109; in Heinrich Heine’s poem, “Als alle Vögel sangen,”110 which Robert 

Schumann set as part of his 1823 song cycle Dicterliebe,111 the poet speaks of autumn 

(decay) and winter (death) as quiet. “All the leaves are brown and the sky is grey” is the 

opening line from the American popular hit tune “California Dreamin”112 which links the 

thematic concept of seasonal change with personal escape—personal depression and 

sickness of the soul metaphorically represented as winter. The concept of re-birth or new 

birth—change in some form or manner—leads to the consideration of music as an 

                                                 
109. Booth (1979). 
110. Untermeyer, trans. and ed., Poems of Heinrich Heine, p. 27. 
111. Berton, Singer, Delattres, Word-by-Word Translations of Songs and Arias, p. 449. 
112. “California Dreamin’,” J. and M. Phillips, best known recording by the Mamas and the 
Papas in 1965. 
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essential and required factor or operator in the progression or motion into an alternate 

state of existence or being. Music serves to open the mind and functions as a method to 

create exposure to unconscious or sub-conscious fantasies or creative musings and 

expressions—daydreams. There is a curious similarity to a non-texted incantation. The 

essence of meaningful communication occurs on some level and this may trigger new 

visionary thoughts to help recover hidden memories. 

3.3 Transformation 

As the musical sound serves as a signal indicating the beginning of a shift in time, 

in being, in mood, in state of existence, so too it serves to facilitate the shift by creating a 

sonic pathway for the human personality to travel towards a new positive space. This 

concept is perhaps most evident in the western canon in literature and the visual arts and, 

most specifically, in poetry and painting respectively, although other forms such as 

stained glass, sculpture, and prose are also relevant. The roles played by musical angels is 

well worth consideration for the universality of the theme and the direct relevance to the 

concept of music being an essential aspect which accompanies transfer of status—even of 

transmutation not to forget the previously mentioned sacred mystery of 

transubstantiation. 

The role of music as the sound signifier that serves to connect or move the soul 

and spirit from the physical to the metaphysical is directly linked to the visual images of 

angels in painting and sculpture throughout the history of western culture. These 

supernatural beings link heaven and earth and their roles are often directly portrayed as 
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musical. The obvious link between the birds of the natural world and the artistic 

representation of angels is worth noting as both have wings, feathers, song and music, 

serve as messengers, and are travelers able to cover vast areas of physical geography. 

Birds and angels are elusive, are often “found” in choirs, and answer only to God! This 

point will be developed further in this chapter. 

The regular reference in literature to sound and music to mark passages referring 

to exotic, extra sensory, strange, magical, eerie, bizarre, supernatural, etc. moments or 

change or transformation is astounding and remarkably rich and varied. The artistic link 

between music and the exotic seems an omnipresent theme with sound being an essential 

element to confirm the strangeness of events. Gerard Manley Hopkins’ mermaids 

assemble in a half circle and “can make full plaintively a piteous Siren sweetness on the 

sea, Withouten instrument, or conch, or bell” before returning to the deep.113 T. S. Eliot’s 

Prufrock doubts (somewhat hopefully or wistfully?) that the mermaids will sing a love 

song to him even as his years pass.114 Odysseus has his men lash him to the mast so that 

he does not succumb to the seductive song of the Sirens thus enabling his ship to pass.115 

Shakespeare’s island in The Tempest, an altered universe of twilight awakenings, is “full 

of noises, Sounds and sweet airs” that “make me sleep again” so that once awakening for 

a second time “I cried to dream again.”116 

                                                 
113. “A Vision of the Mermaids,” in Bridges, ed., The Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins. 
114. Eliot, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” Poetry6(3) (1915): 130-35.  
115. Homer, The Odyssey, trans. McCrorie, 12.158-200.  
116. Complete Works of Shakespeare: The Tempest, III/ii. 
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Music marks the inner and the outer change but also causes and precipitates 

change. The illustrious bard sings and Ulysses, sitting among strangers on his journey 

home from a decade of war at Troy, hides his face and weeps. Upon hearing the bard for 

yet a second time, he weeps again.117 “Music hath charms to sooth the savage breast.”118 

It is clear that when music happens it is a positive force, whether the catalyst was positive 

or negative. The hills may well be “alive with the sound of music”119 but Maria seems to 

know that to be able to hear the hills and thus be at one with music is to be alive. Music is 

vibration and all living things vibrate to their own frequencies—the sympathetic 

matchings of the fundamental and the upper partials creates the harmonious bond 

between the mountains and Maria. Is this not the message she teaches to the children and 

also the medicinal salve she employs to heal Captain Von Trapp back to a full sense of 

healthy living? Their salvation is in singing together—matching their personal beings 

(voices) to the harmony of “der klang der natur.”120 

The powerful effects of music on the individual is noted universally and even in 

the shallowness of popular culture’s dance world believes it possible that “Last Night a 

D. J. Saved my Life.”121 The mood change when the lover leaves a relationship (even on 

a temporary basis) is metaphorically linked to the art form with a phrase such as “how 

strange the change from major to minor.” However, the vast oeuvre of musical and 

artistic reference and visual images speak of a higher and more elusive change—that of 

                                                 
117. Homer, Odyssey, 8. 62-97, 530-48. 
118. William Congreve (1670–1729), “The Mourning Bride,” I/i, in Bell’s British Plays, p. 13. 
119. “‘The Sound of Music’ (1965).” 
120. Ibid. This is Schenker’s term from Harmony (1906). 
121. “Last Night a D. J. Saved My Life,” Michael Cleveland, recorded by Indeep, 1981.  
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moving or travelling from the worldly or physical state of being to one of the heavenly or 

spiritual state—from the heaviness of the human condition to the lightness of communing 

with the divine in some mystical, if temporary, sonically enhanced transformation. Music 

lifts, moves, transports the listener out of their gravity bound body and tired existence 

into a higher plane of reception, existence, or awareness of being. This “condition of 

transformation” is articulated and presented in countless representations (in text and 

visual media) over many centuries. 

Perhaps the most universally known example of the link between the spiritual or 

heavenly space and the natural world is the angel choirs singing at the Nativity of Christ. 

“Angels We have Heard on High” and “Hark! The Herald Angels Sing” are but two of 

the many such references found in carols known to every mall shopper. These examples 

mark or celebrate the movement from the heavenly to the earthly (God made flesh or 

divinity merging with the human form to become one) yet the opposite motion is far 

more commonly depicted. No matter the direction, the “integrated relationship” is 

universally offered. Emily Dickinson writes of “the fascinating chill that music leaves” as 

it refers to or represents “to something upper wooing us.”122 Rilke refers to the “holy 

departure”123 and Dryden links the high and the low with “from harmony, from heavenly 

harmony this universal Frame began”124 while Robert Herrick refers to music as “thou 

                                                 
122. Poem 1480, in Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Poems of Emily Dickinson, vol. 3: 1023-24.  
123. “To Music,” in Stephen Mitchell, ed., The Selected Poetry of Rainer Marie Rilke, p. 147. 
124. “A Song for St. Cecilia’s Day, 1687,” in Arthur Quiller-Couch, The Oxford Book of English 
Verse 1250-1900, p. 467. 
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Queen of Heaven” and asks it to help him take “flight for heaven.”125 George Herbert 

believes that if traveling in music’s company “You know the way to heavens doore”126 

while Pope claims that music does “antedate the bliss above”127 and Milton claims music 

will dissolve him “into ecstasies, and bring all heaven” before his eyes.128 Da Vinci 

remarked that “our soul is composed of harmony.”129 

There is a long history referring to the idea that music can move us, enable us to 

travel to a different spiritual state, a different consciousness, and can effect 

transformative experiences and reactions within us. Much of this concerns things we 

cannot explain, define specifically, or about which we cannot gather empirical or 

scientific data. I have touched upon this in previous chapters and in this chapter I provide 

evidence of the spiritual, as separate from the psychic, experiences that link music to 

health and well-being. The topic of music and mysticism is outside the scope of my 

dissertation, but mysticism in music has existed for thousands of years and is not an area 

that is possible to measure empirically, at least not in conventional ways. Providing a 

variety of examples is meant to include the inexplicable as part of what can affect us 

spiritually and emotionally in a positive way and thereby in a healing way, healing 

having many facets. 

                                                 
125. Poem 225 in “To Music: A Song,” in Frances Tuner Palgrave, ed., Chrysomela: A Selection 
from the Lyrical Poems of Robert Herrick, p. 160. 
126. “Church Music,” in H. C. Beeching, ed., Lycra Sacra: A Book of Religious Verse. 
127. “Ode for Music on St. Cecilia’s Day,” in William Roscoe, The Works of Alexander Pope, 
Esq., p. 242, line 123. 
128. “Il Penseroso” in Samuel Thurber, ed., Milton Minor Poems, p. 22, lines 166-67.  
129. “The reply of King Mathias to a poet who competed with a painter,” in Jean Paul Richter, 
The Literary Works of Leonardo Da Vinci , vol. 1: 66. 
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All ancient authors concur that Orpheus had miraculous powers and that his music 

played on the lyre could  

move stones and trees, charm beasts and even receive obeisance from the 
“mountain tops that freeze”…a sweet music arose from the trees, a melody arising 
from their contact as the breeze whispered through them. The highest, middle, and 
lowest branches produced, (said the fifth-century poet Martianus Capella), the 
basic intervals of octave, fifth, fourth, and whole-tone, thus pouring forth, “with 
melodious harmony, the whole music and song of the gods.”130 

Pythagoras conceived of the universe as a musical instrument, with everything 

being a manifestation of the underlying frequencies of “sacred sound” or sonic vibration. 

The “Music of the Spheres”131 has created a lasting impression and the concept of the 

universal vibrating instrument relates to the divine nature of the vast, ever vibrating 

cosmos. Joscelyn Godwin states that there is unheard music all around us and that it 

permeates our bodies: “sound and aether are the very first manifestations of objective 

consciousness…the first in the hierarchy of being… The primal, aetheric sound is 

perceived directly by the receptive mind.” All matter vibrates on a continual basis.132 In 

the poetry of Lord Byron (1788–1824) we find a tidy summation: 

There’s music in the sighing of a reed; 
There’s music in the gushing of a rill; 

There’s music in all things, if men had ears; 
Their earth is but an echo of the spheres.133 

The French Romantic writer François de Chateaubriand (1768-1848) expands upon the 

concept of music in sympathy with nature and divine love. 
                                                 
130. Godwin, Harmonies of Heaven and Earth: Mysticism in Music from Antiquity to the Avant-
Garde, p. 8. 
131. See “Chapter Two: Origins and Lineage” above. 
132. Godwin, p. 6. 
133. Don Juan, “The Fifteenth Canto.”  
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Music never ceases in these places: music which one hears everywhere but which 
is nowhere; sometimes it is a murmuring like that of an Aeolian harp which the 
soft breath of Zephyr strokes on a night in a divine (glass)-harmonica, those 
vibrations which have nothing terrestrial about them and which swim in the 
middle region of the air. Voices, brilliant modulations, suddenly break from the 
depths of the celestial forests, then dispersed by the breath of the Spirits these 
strains seem to have expired. But soon a confused melody revives afar off, and 
one distinguishes perhaps the velvet sounds of a horn wound by an angel, or the 
hymn of a seraph who sings the splendours of God on the banks of the River of 
Life … The ether, so subtle, would still be too material for this place; the air one 
breathes is divine love itself: air which is like a sort of visible melody which fills 
all the white plains of souls with splendour and harmony alike.134 

Godwin refers to “transcendent principles which have a perpetual existence in a 

higher order of being.”135 Once again the transformative aspect is articulated. 

In the Hindu philosophy Samkhya, sound is considered to be the parent of the five 

elements: air, fire, water, earth, and ether. Ether (aether—akasa) is the fifth element out 

of which the universe emerged into consciousness, a sense of selfhood. Ether “is 

transformed into subtle matter, vibratory, radiant and instinct with energy, and the 

tanmatras (subtle essences) of sound, touch, colour, taste and smell arise.”136 

British composer Cyril Scott wrote, “Music has always played and continues to 

play a very important part in affecting the development of the subtler bodies, the aura, 

and the three domains of the mental, emotional and physical bodies of humans.”137 Scott 

describes the subtler bodies as the “aura or auric egg” which surround the physical 

body.138 Many people tend to refer to this idea of “aura” as mood or feeling. “The art of 

                                                 
134. Godwin, p. 66. 
135. Ibid., p. 5. 
136. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
137. Scott, Music: Its Secret Influence Throughout the Ages, p. 114. 
138. Ibid., p. 113. 
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music … is operative in two ways—grossly and subtly; on the physical plane “heard 

strains” by their charm possess the power to “soothe the savage beast,” while “unheard 

strains” possess hidden powers of a “telepathic” nature which affect our subtler bodies 

directly or through the “emotional atmosphere,” and so educate the “soul.”139  

Robert Fludd (1574–1637), the English physician and theosopher wrote: “The 

Sun or Apollo … showers down each year the ‘notes and harmonious sounds of his lyre 

into the aethereal matter concealed in earth and sea.’ These ‘tones’ remain concealed in 

creatures, as fire lies hidden in wood, whence whoever can strike a light or apply another 

fire can bring it forth.”140 Godwin claims that the word “Spirit” “… tends to mean the 

most divine part of the human being, equivalent to the Greek Nous or Higher Intellect, 

hence superior to its companions Soul and Body. The other meaning … is of something 

far lower on the scale of being that is neither body nor soul but in some way unites 

them…spiritus or ‘spirits’.” Typically regarded as invisible, spiritus has been described 

by the mystical philosopher “… as a luminous substance, varying in quantity and quality 

from one person to another.”141 

The Renaissance Platonist Marsilio Ficino (1433–99) maintained that music is 

one of the best ways of improving the spiritus: “This is because the medium of sound, air, 

is the most similar to its substance … Musical sound by the movement of the air moves 

the body: by purified air it excites the aerial spiritus which is the bond of body and soul: 

                                                 
139. Ibid., p. 116. 
140. Ibid., p. 16. 
141. Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
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by emotion it affects the senses and at the same time the soul.”142 Spiritus was considered 

to act as the link between the body and the soul and that singing helps augment the 

spiritus. Scott speaks of the Hermetic philosophy and the maxim: “As above, so 

below.”143  

What is actually heard of music is only its physical manifestation consequent 
upon its vibrations; these pertain to the ‘below’…we only perceive the effects of 
those musical vibrations on the physical plane, but we do not perceive the much 
farther-reaching effects created by that music on the higher planes; and it is just 
these, pertaining to the ‘above’, which influence our various subtler bodies (and 
hence our characters) …144 

For Scott and for others,145 the “other world” of spiritual intelligences range from 

the most basic things in nature to the highest cosmic archangels.146 Entry into the angelic 

world or Devachan (deva means angel in Sanskrit), can only happen when one has 

achieved a degree of spiritual consciousness.147 The ordinary person is not typically 

cognizant of or conscious of the presence of Devas, these subtler bodies. Karlheinz 

Stockhausen (1928-2007) in Towards a Cosmic Music writes that humans are “spirits, 

and spirits should establish a link with the supra-human, with the cosmos, with God.”148 

He believed that some music serves that specific function and much of his artistic process 

was involved with seeking out the exotic and the unique sounds of alternative pathways. 

                                                 
142. Ibid., p. 17. 
143. Scott, p. 114. 
144. Ibid., pp. 114-115. 
145. Rudolph Steiner, in Godwin, p. 67. 
146. Scott, p. 110. 
147. Godwin, p. 67. 
148. Stockhausen, Towards a Cosmic Music. p. 54. 
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Many ancient legends from many cultures and traditions speak of the “music of 

the sirens.” The sirens’ music was known to have unusual attractive powers, to be 

enchanting and inspirational.149 Linda Phyllis Austerna and Inna Naroditskaya in their 

book Music of the Sirens speak of the ancient belief that “… music could draw the soul 

from the body and make it return to heaven—earthly music reminding the soul of 

heavenly music”150 The music of the sirens embodies the idea of transition, of 

transformation and of connection between different realms or levels of being.151 “The 

Western siren, relegated to the flowing reaches between air and sea, life and death, noon 

and night, and body and soul, has been granted numerous metamorphic qualities since 

ancient times…she was the very power of transformation …”152  

World harmony and Platonic sirens were long associated with Christian tradition 

with the nine hierarchies of angels governing the celestial spheres. This theme occurs in 

many 16th and 17th century poems such as the following by the Gascon Huguenot courtier 

and poet Guillaume de Saluste Du Bartas (1544–1590). 

For (as they say) for super-Intendent there,  
The supreme Voice placed in every Spheare 

A Syrene sweet; that from Heav’ns Harmonie 
Inferious things might learne best Melodie: 

And their rare Quier with th’Angels Quier accord  
To sing aloud the praises of the Lord.153 

 

                                                 
149. Austern and Naroditskaya, Music of the Sirens, p. 251. 
150. Ibid., p. 142. 
151. Ibid., p. 133. 
152. Ibid., p. 84. 
153. Ibid., p. 143.  
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Non-religious poems also speak about the celestial voices of the Sirens, as in 

Bloom’s meditation in James Joyce’s masterpiece of modernist literature Ulysses: 

Sea, wind, leaves, thunder, water, cow lowing, the cattle 
market, cocks hens don’t crow, snake hisss. There’s music everywhere 
That’s joyful I can feel. Never have written it. Why? My 
Joy is other joy. But both are joys. Yes, joy it must be. Mere  
fact of music show you are.154 

Thomas Moore’s 1846 poem “The Origin of the Harp” supports the idea further: 

Tis believ’d that this Harp, which I now wake for thee,  
Was a Siren of old, who sung under the sea; 

And who often, at eve, thro’ the bright waters rov’d 
To meet, on the green shore, a youth whom she lov’d. 

 
But she lov’d him in vain, for he left her to weep, 
And in tears, all the night her gold tresses to steep: 
Till heav’n look’d with pity on true-love so warm,  

And chang’d to this soft Harp the sea-maiden’s form. 
 

Still her bosom rose fair—still her cheeks smiled the same 
While her sea-beauties gracefully form’d the light frame; 

And her hair, as let loose, o’er her white arm it fell, 
Was changed to bright chords, utt’ring melody’s spell. 

 
Hence it came, that this soft harp so long hath been known 

To mingle love’s language with sorrow’s sad tone: 
Till thou didst divide them, and teach the fond lay 

To speak love when I’m near thee, and grief when away.155 

Austerna and Naroditskaya note that this poem by Moore points to why the 

human head is carved onto many old European musical instruments, the Irish Harp 

included, but “also grants supernatural power to the music that would have accompanied 

                                                 
154. Ibid., p. 53. 
155. Ibid., pp. 86-88. 
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it. Flowing over the ears like seawater, like the sound from the shells shown around the 

siren’s body … this is music that touches the hearer powerfully and beyond rational 

response … this is the music of enchantment, of change from one state to another.”156 

3.4 Music in the Visual Arts 

There are countless writings and paintings, wood-carvings, stained glass, and 

sculptures depicting music in heaven and musician angels and music which takes one to 

angelic realms, all believing harmony to be the universal condition of all of God’s 

creations, from the Seraphim through to our individual intelligence.157 Margaret Barker, 

in An Extraordinary Gathering of Angels, describes angels as being “unseen forces in the 

creation…they are means by which we can know something of God … Angels act as 

messengers for humans … Angels transmit light, love and knowledge.”158 The idea is 

fundamental—that there is both the visible and the invisible and the invisible is hidden 

from, and thus often ignored by, humans. 

In the 19th century painting Dante’s Vision of the Circles of Heaven159 by the 

French artist Gustave Doré, “The angels are the invisible part of the cosmic covenant, the 

web of creation centered on God. They are the pattern of creation and their music is 

harmony.”160 

                                                 
156. Ibid., p. 88. 
157. Godwin, p. 67. 
158. pp. 10, 49. 
159. “Illustration to Paradiso, Divine Comedy” 
160. Barker, p. 164. 
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Figure 1: Dante’s Vision of the Circles of Heaven, Gustave Doré (1832-1883), Illustration 
to Paradiso, Divine Comedy [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons 
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Angel music expresses the ideas of unity and harmony in creation. This music is 

in praise of the Creator, and acknowledges God as the source of everything. Barker 

writes: “Music made the presence of God appear on earth, and in the temple liturgies, 

music was used to invite the presence of the Lord … Angel music was part of the process 

of creation, and showed its harmony… Angel music was often associated with healing 

and renewal, recreation.”161 Wisdom was known to be heavenly knowledge and Wisdom 

transformed people.162 

In the late 15th century painting, Mary, Queen of Heaven, Master of the St. Lucy 

Legend, “Mary is depicted as Wisdom … As Wisdom, she holds all things in harmony, 

and is thus surrounded by angel musicians … Above her, the musicians of heaven play 

before the Trinity, and wait to receive her into their throne, when her music will join 

again with that of heaven …”163 

Oliver Strunk’s Source Readings in Music History, From Classical Antiquity 

through the Romantic Era, quotes from Joannes Tinctoris’s Liber de arte contrapuncti 

(The Book of the Art of Counterpoint, 1477): 

To His Most Serene Highness the King of Sicily: “Though I have heard Wisdom 
herself cry out: ‘I love them that love me, and those who keep watch for me will 
find me’… I confess that as yet I have scarcely swallowed a single drop from her 
fountain … I have decided to set down in full…of the art of counterpoint for the 
benefit of all students of this honorable art …164  

 

                                                 
161. Ibid., pp. 166-67. 
162. Ibid., p. 20. 
163. Ibid., pp. 160-61. 
164. p. 197. 
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Figure 2: Mary, Queen of Heaven, Master of the St. Lucy Legend, Late 15th century 
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons 

Angels make heavenly music. Barker writes about Enoch who heard “marvelous 

singing of the angels which it is impossible to describe”165 when on his ascent through 

the heavens.  

In holy music’s golden speech 
Remotest notes to notes respond: 
Each octave is a world; yet each  

Vibrates to worlds its own beyond. 

                                                 
165. Barker, p. 160. 
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Our narrow pale the vast resumes; 
Our sea-shell whispers of the sea: 
Echoes are ours of angel-plumes 

That winnow far infinity! 
(Aubrey Thomas De Vere from “Implicit Faith”166)  

 
At last surrounds their sight 

A globe of circular light, 
That with long beams the shame-fac’t night array’d 

The helmed Cherubim 
And sworded Seraphim 

Are seen in glittering ranks with wings displaid 
Harping in loud and solemn quire, 

With unexpressive notes to Heav’ns new born Heir. 
 

Such musick (as ‘tis said) 
Before was never made,  

But when of old the sons of morning sung,  
While the Creator Great, 

His constellations set, 
And the well-balanc’t world on hinges hung, 

And cast the dark foundations deep 
And bid the weltring waves their oozy channel keep. 

 
Ring out, ye Crystall sphears, 
Once bless our human ears,  

(If ye have power to touch our senses so) 
And let your silver chime 
Move in melodious time; 

And let the Base of Heav’ns deep Organ blow; 
And with your ninefold harmony 

Make up full consort to th’Angelike symphony. 
(John Milton, “Hymn on the Morning of Christ’s Nativity”167) 

                                                 
166. Ibid., p. 162. 
167. Ibid., p. 165. 
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In the detail shown from Adoration of the Magi (1488) by the Italian artist 

Domenico Ghirlandaio168 the four Angels who float above the stable of the nativity hold 

out a musical scroll with the words “Gloria in excelsis deo” as if inviting the human 

viewer to take part and share in the song of praise to God. 

Margaret Barker presents detail from Musical Angels (a work also known as 

Glory of Angels) painted in 1535 by the Italian artist Gaudenzio Ferrari169 in the cupola in 

the Sancutary of Sarnonno as an expression of “Angels and Cosmic Harmony.” Psalm 

150, “The holy of holies was the source of all life and the place of angel harmony,” 

exhorts musicians to praise the Lord in his sanctuary, with trumpets, lutes, harps, 

                                                 
168. Ibid., pp.140-41. 
169. Ibid., pp. 156-58; the illustration reproduced here is from Bussagli, Angels, pp. 370-71, who 
discusses the same work, under the title Glory of Angels.  

Figure 3: Adoration of the Magi (detail), Domenico Ghirlandaio (1449-1494) [Public 
domain], via Wikimedia Commons 
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timbrels, strings, pipes and cymbals. Angel musicians are traditionally depicted in the 

sanctuary of a church, which corresponds to the holy of holies.170 According to art 

historian Marco Bussagli, “The cupola decorated by Gaudenzio Ferrari is an immense 

fresco with God the Father in the centre, surrounded by flaming seraphim. All around are 

the cherubim, little blue-winged putti. The rest of the angels reproduced in this detail are 

playing the music of the cosmos. The Platonic concept of the harmony of the spheres, 

conceived as sirens that each sing one tone on the planetary orbits, was adapted to 

Christian thought, which replaced the sirens with angels, who now sing the harmony of 

the universe for God’s glory. It is a heavenly music that has nothing in common with 

human music; for this reason Ferrari has added to real instruments purely fanciful ones 

that cannot be played.”171 

“Concert of Angels” (c. 1515), a detail from the Isenheim Altarpiece, by the 

German artist Matthias Grunewald,172 illustrates the idea, expressed by Bishop Basil of 

Sergievo: “The role of the angels is to bind this visible world—and us with it—to 

God.”173 “No clouds gathered in the skies and the polluted streams became clear, whilst 

celestial music rang through the air and the angels rejoiced with gladness…for the 

creation engulfed in the ocean of pain was now to obtain release” (Gautama Buddha).174 

In Western History alone, there are countless examples of paintings depicting 

angels with musical instruments, all portraying the connection of music with the heavens, 

                                                 
170. Ibid., p. 159. 
171. Bussagli, pp. 370-71. 
172. Barker, p. 158. 
173. Ibid., p. 25. 
174. Ibid., p. 37. 
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with a higher being, God, with angels and cherubims depicting the heavenly, celestial 

music of the spheres. The Celestial Hierarchy of Dionysius shows nine ranks or choirs of 

angels, as portrayed in the painting: The Adoration of the Shepherds with Angels, 

Lorenzo Costa, c. 1449, Italian: The nine ranks of angels, linking heaven and earth, 

gather to celebrate with heavenly music the birth of Christ.175 

At Christmas there are hymns with angels rejoicing about the birth of Christ such 

as Felix Mendelssohn’s “Hark The Herald Angels Sing”176 and “It Came Upon The 

Midnight Clear” (traditional), and “Angels We Have Heard on High” (traditional English 

Carol).177 There are also countless stained glass windows in chapels, churches, and 

cathedrals depicting angels as protectors, singers, and guardians178 for example, and 

many of the angels are shown playing a variety of musical instruments. 

In the detail from the 15th century painting Angel Musicians by the Flemish artist 

Hans Memling,179 angel musicians, wearing various types of church vestments, recall the 

role of the priests and Levites in Solomon’s temple, who had golden instruments to make 

music and invoke the presence of the Lord on earth. 

Angels we have heard on high 
Sweetly singing o’er the plains, 

And the mountains in reply 
Echoing their joyous strains: 

Gloria in excelsis Deo, 
Gloria in excelsis Deo.  

(Anonymous, “Angels We Have Heard on High,” traditional English carol) 

                                                 
175. Barker, pp. 50-51. 
176. Ibid., p. 108. 
177. Refer to Ensemble Vivant’s CD Christmas Tidings for example. 
178. Barker, p. 109. 
179. Bussagli, pp. 364-65. 
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Figure 4: Angel Musicians (detail), Hans Memling (1430-1494) [Public domain], via 
Wikimedia Commons 

In the detail from Christ Glorified in the Court of Heaven (1423-24) by the Italian 

artist Fra Angelico, the angels rejoice because Christ has been raised from the dead and 

returned to heaven, to the center of cosmic harmony.180  

St. Cecilia, a martyr of the Roman church, and depicted here by the early 17th 

century Italian artist Orazio Gentileschi, was venerated as early as the fourth century CE 

when the Academy of Music was founded in Rome in 1584. She was made its patron, and 

                                                 
180. Barker, pp. 176-77. 
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is now the patron saint of music and most especially church music. She is usually 

depicted with an organ, but here an angel teaches her to play the spinet.181 

 

Figure 5: St. Cecilia playing the spinet with angel, Orazio Gentileschi (1563-1639) 
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons 

In the late 15th century Italian painting, The Ascension of Christ, from Perugino, 

“Christ surrounded by the bodiless powers—the cloud of Glory—ascends to heaven, 

where the music of the angels will welcome him. Two angels look down and speak to 

Mary and the disciples, saying that the Lord will return from heaven in the same way.”182 

St. John saw seven angels standing before the heavenly throne. As each angel 

sounded his trumpet, one woe fell upon the earth. In this 10th century Spanish depiction 

                                                 
181. Ibid., pp. 180-81. 
182. Ibid., pp. 298-99. 
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from the Beatus of Liebana (The Escorial Beatus) with the second trumpet, “a mountain 

burning with fire is thrown into the sea, and a third of the ships were destroyed. The 

trumpet was a signal for holy war. Since a mountain was the symbol of a great ruler, the 

burning mountain which here falls into the sea was probably Mark Antony, the Roman 

ruler defeated at the naval battle of Actium in 31 BCE. The sea was turned to blood, the 

ships were destroyed, and the living creatures—his men—died in the sea.”183 

 “For the Lord himself will descend from heaven with a cry of command, with the 

archangel’s call, and with the sound of the trumpet of God” (Thessalonians 4).184  

In human life we speak of having inspiration, of an inspired idea. Barker writes,  
Even those who have no place for angels in their worldview admit that their 
inspiration is given to them and comes from a source outside themselves, so that 
they see the familiar in a new way. They are conscious of an external source for 
their ideas…the Spirit comes to a person—that is what inspiration means—and 
something new appears.185 

Barker writes that it is the angels who bring the divine gift of creativity.186 

“Angels are the invisible powers, and the guardian angels link their charges to the 

invisible world, teaching and guiding.”187 Many artists acknowledge that their inspiration 

is from an external source. In L’Art Celeste (1894) by the French artist Odilon Redon, a 

musician hears, and we assume writes down, music from heaven.188 

“The harmony in heaven … had to be copied by the rest of the creation if there 

was to be peace and harmony on earth.” In Western classical music, “Glory to God in the 

                                                 
183. Ibid., pp. 310-11. 
184. Ibid.  
185. Ibid., p. 382. 
186. Ibid.  
187. Ibid., p. 383. 
188. Ibid., pp. 384-85. 
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highest and peace on earth to men of good will” is represented in the Te Deum 

Laudamus, a Latin Christian hymn with this theme, written in the 5th century by Niceta, a 

bishop in Dalmatia and it joins the worship of heaven to the praises of the earth. The 

hymn of the Angels, Thrice Holy Hymn unites heaven and earth as well as past, present 

and future time and eternity.189 These themes are well illustrated by Phases of the Moon 

from The Celestial Atlas, or The Harmony of the Universe (1660–1661) by the Dutch 

artist Andreas Cellarius,190 and by The Seven Angels with the Harps of God, a detail from 

The Apocalypse of Angers tapestry (1375–1378) by the Flemish artist Nicholas 

Bataille.191 

The veil separating the visible from the invisible also separates time and a state 

without time. Mystics speak of timeless moments where revelations have occurred.192 

Creators from all professions often have trouble describing how inspiration came to them, 

but will acknowledge that the source of their creativity, of their inspiration came from 

outside of themselves.193 Angels can be perceived by any of our human senses, although 

people who recount having experienced an angel have typically not seen the angel but 

rather felt a presence. The inexplicable is hard to depict. Barker says: “there are practical 

difficulties in conveying a sense of perfume or ethereal sound, a warm unfolding 

presence, a particular taste sensation, or a moment of spiritual or intellectual illumination. 

                                                 
189. Ibid., p.139. 
190. Ibid., p. 38. 
191. Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
192. Ibid., p. 16. 
193. Ibid., p. 406. 
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The most familiar angels are therefore those in pictures … The Bible has many accounts 

of angels being perceived but not seen.”194 

There are so many writings and paintings, wood-carvings, stained glass, and 

sculptures depicting music in heaven and musician angels and music which takes one to 

angelic realms, all believing harmony to be the universal condition of all of God’s 

creations, from the Seraphim through to our individual intelligence. In 1747, Johann 

Mattheson (1681–1764) firmly believed this and wrote: “heavenly music can and must be 

far superior to anything we can imagine.” 195 

Michael Alec Rose, in Audible Signs, suggests that music “inspired pioneering 

abstract painters like Kandinsky, Mondrian and Kupka.”196 “Music releases us from the 

oppressive presence—or willful absence—of referential image in the other arts (including 

the written word). Music stands as the most powerful dissolution of the “conventional 

distinction between form and subject-matter.”197 Although humans cannot hear the Music 

of the Spheres, Rose suggests that there is some empirical evidence for “ever-present 

radiance of audible signs in music of all kinds—always with the help of the allied 

arts.”198 

Godwin writes about three main levels of musical and artistic inspiration, the 

highest being the “avataric,” then the spiritus and then the creativity that emerges from 

                                                 
194. Ibid., p. 19. 
195. Godwin, p. 62. 
196. Rose, p. 3. 
197. Ibid., p. 4. 
198. Ibid., p. 5. 
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the person’s subconscious.199 “When in my most inspired moods, I have definite 

compelling visions, involving a higher selfhood. I feel at such moments that I am tapping 

the source of infinite and eternal energy from which you and I and all things proceed. 

Religion calls it God” (Richard Strauss).200 

Scott speaks of composers who have “the spiritual altitude of the Devas.”201 

One such composer was César Franck whose music Scott considered to be Deva-inspired, 

connecting the mortal with the celestial.”202 Vincent d’Indy wrote: “In a word, it leads us 

from egoism to love…from the world to the soul, from the soul to God.”203 Scott also 

speaks of the devic quality shining in Debussy’s and Scriabin’s music in a variety of 

ways.204 Of Mozart’s Serenade for Winds in B Flat Major (Gran Partita, K. 361), the 

character of Salieri in the movie “Amadeus” comments: “This was a music I’d never 

heard. Filled with such longing, such unfulfillable longing, it had me trembling. It 

seemed to me that I was hearing the voice of God.”205 The late Professor Godfrey 

Ridout206 of the Faculty of Music at the University of Toronto was heard to say on many 

occasions that the slow movement of Mozart’s clarinet concerto was composed not by 

Mozart, but by God! 

                                                 
199. Godwin, pp. 77-78. 
200. Ibid., p. 75. 
201. Scott, p. 119. 
202. Ibid., p. 121. 
203. Ibid. 
204. Ibid., p. 129. 
205. Rose, p. 10. 
206. As reported to the author by various individuals who studied under Ridout such as Michael 
Coghlan and Patricia Wait. 
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Spiritual transformations occurring through music are anything but a new 

phenomenon. There is a cathartic process while listening to and experiencing the 

suffering and pathos conveyed through the music and this catharsis is indeed therapeutic. 

The Mozart Serenade for Winds in B Flat Major just referred to is an example that music 

that affects spiritual transformations does not have to be religious music per se, such as a 

chorale prelude by Bach, for example, singing to the Glory of God.207 The Chorale 

especially “provided Bach both with a glimpse of heavenly life … Like his earlier mentor 

Dietrich Buxtehude, Bach may have kept alive the dream of joining the angelic choir (or 

‘concert’) after death, seen by many at the time as the privileged gateway to heaven for 

musicians.”208 Music sung by the angelic choir was considered to be quite beyond the 

understanding of humans, but composers of tremendous, unparalleled musical 

imagination such as Bach did try to replicate it.209 Bach also produced an unparalleled 

opus of music that continues to provide solace to one and all, bereaved or otherwise. 

Bach personally believed that a path existed beyond human life to a life of harmonious 

existence. He adhered to the philosophy of and recognized “the role of music in 

transporting believers to that ideal as part of the ars moriendi.”210 

In the Shabda-yogin world, it is said that “Those who cultivate the art of music 

are preparing themselves a path through the heavens to the place of the Blessed, just as 

                                                 
207. Ibid., pp. 50, 59. 
208. Gardiner, Music in the Castle of Heaven: A Portrait of Johann Sebastian Bach, pp. 553-54. 
209. Ibid., p. 554. 
210. Ibid., p. 555. 
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surely as the most powerful geniuses. And the choir of divine singers exhorts the soul 

which rises to accomplish this ascent.”211 

There is a wealth of examples of great music that has been known to penetrate 

deep into the human psyche. The Largo from Joseph Haydn’s String Quartet in G Minor, 

op. 74, no. 3, for example, became a model of slow movements “… as a site of special 

depth, truth, or spirituality, corresponding to the social idea that these qualities are to be 

found in the unique interior of the individual independent of both sacred and mundane 

norms. The Adagio from Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata” is another example.212 

Rose in Audible Signs writes about the enduring power of great music: 

The great music of any time or place 
has a deathless spirit. 
Such music is as fresh today  
as it was 
when the notes were still wet 
on the page or on the lips 
It’s language is  
Above all 
intuitive, 
irrational, 
in touch with 
the least accessible sources 
of human feeling. 
Differences in historical style 
bear witness to the spirit, 
showing how supple it is 
and how variously it can be 
embodied. 
A Bach prelude 
and a Debussy prelude 
are separated  

                                                 
211. Godwin, p. 61. 
212. Chapin and Kramer, Musical Meaning and Human Values, pp. 61-62. 
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by almost two centuries, 
but they are closer to each other 
than we are 
to yesterday’s newspaper. 
The dates on the composers tombstone 
do not matter, 
for deathless music 
always inhabits the present… 
No, no! It’s more than that! 
Enduring art of any sort 
is nothing less than the present— 
the one reality that never can be past or future. 
Whenever we love, 
whenever we suffer 
or enjoy— 
and when, in the end, we die— 
the spirit precedes us, 
leads us,  
buoys us 
enfolds us. 
Some people call the spirit 
God. 
Music 
needs no name for it.213 

Music can help the individual and the collective consciousness bear what is truly 

unbearable and can somehow make us feel closer “to that nether realm where we store 

our shadows.” Rose reminds us that “A daimon in Greek is a spirit who attends you and 

opens your mind to the strange and the new. It guides your actions and tempers your 

thought …”214  

In Musical Meaning and Human Values, Lawrence Kramer speaks about the 

transformative moment of transcendence, as consisting  

                                                 
213. Rose, pp. 132-33. 
214. Ibid., p. 138. 
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… of an experience of elevation or sublimation limited by, and perceived together 
with, the unexhausted remainder of the initial distress. Music, because one and the 
same music so readily associates itself with different and often divergent states of 
mind, provides an ideal medium for working out—or failing to work out—this 
ambivalence … at such a moment music becomes the tangible embodiment of 
narrative excess by virtue of the excesses basic to musical expression.215 

Kramer says that “Music allows human beings to experience the mysteries of animation, 

to allow their participation in imbricating orders to rise above the mechanical, and 

ultimately to achieve the semblance of immediacy.”216 

Keith Chapin, in Musical Meaning and Human Values, speaks of E. T. A. 

Hoffmann who believed that “… musical order serves as a symbol for political order.”217 

Hoffmann said: “Music opens to man an unknown realm.” He described Beethoven’s 

Fifth Symphony as being “true music from the other world.”218 Hoffmann, notes Chapin, 

wrote about music severing an individual from everyday life, having the ability to induce 

a sublime experience for the individual: “He or she finds refuge in moods prejudicial to 

intuition and often associated with interiority: exaltation, melancholy, yearning.” All of 

this allows an individual to turn away from ordinary daily life. For Hoffmann, music 

elicited moods that are linked to one’s instincts and intuitions.219 

The French composer and Catholic mystic Olivier Messiaen wrote in 1977 about 

one type of music that can effect this liberation: “Plainchant alone possesses all at once 

                                                 
215. Chapin and Kramer, pp. 3, 5. 
216. Ibid., p. 45. 
217. Ibid., p. 33. 
218. Ibid., p. 47. 
219. Ibid., p. 51. 
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the purity, the joy and the lightness for the soul’s flight towards Truth.”220 Certainly 

monastic orders daily singing of plainchant has been their way of life for centuries and is 

considered to be therapeutic for both singers and for listeners. “It is a vehicle that can 

take one as high as one is capable of going … entry into ‘those temples in the high 

spheres that can be opened through song only.’ For the seven notes of the modes can be 

heard as the notes of the planets, the wandering of the melody through them felt as a 

journey around the spheres.”221 In the Jewish tradition, the “Hasidic song is an emotional 

outpouring … of the soul to God, capable of transforming the soul of the singing 

worshipper to such an extent that definite stages of a mystic approach to God could be 

reached, stages which otherwise were most difficult to attain.”222 And for the Sufis, 

music is one of the strongest features of their religion, the VDPƗ. The Persian pRHW�5ǌPƯ�

(1207–73) wrote:  

We all have been parts of Adam, we have heard those melodies  
in Paradise. 
Although the water and earth of our bodies  
have caused a doubt to fall upon us,  
something of those melodies comes back 
 
to our memory. 
(Mathnawi, IV, 736-7 CE) 

Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928–2007), in his book Towards a Cosmic Music, 

writes:  

at the moment of composing and playing, thinking is dedicated in a completely 
new way to service of a higher inspiration…and open oneself up to 
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intuition…playing purely intuitively is an innovation in all traditions…It goes far 
beyond improvisation…Musicians need consciousness of the fact that someone 
thinks it important to listen to them. The public must transmit its gratitude for the 
musicians’ playing. Only that makes possible our establishing contact with the 
spiritual realms of intuition or even enlightenment…a lonely pianist on the 
platform is dependent on his audience’s tranquility and attentiveness … musicians 
derive intuition from the public’s response … when people in the hall meditate 
and are involved in a transformation of their lives … entailing intense contact 
with spiritual realms … human beings can be capable of emitting currents of 
intuitive energy…in order to establish contact, by way of the inner senses, with 
cosmic energies, and to devote themselves, by way of the outer senses, to tonal 
vibrations … it involves levels of human spirituality and the question of how far a 
person has proceeded beyond his animal needs.223 

True musicians do follow a higher voice, an awareness of what they are really 

living for: 

… to attain a higher life, allowing the vibrations of the universe to penetrate our 
individual human existence. Musicians must prepare the way for arrival of the 
higher human being concealed within ourselves, setting in motion the entire body 
right down to its least part so that everything becomes relaxed and receptive to the 
vibrations of the highest consciousness.224  

Stockhausen believed that one does not only exist for him or herself. One’s 

purpose in life should be to develop as perfectly as possible the talents with which one 

has been born. In so doing, one can give something meaningful to others. When born 

with special gifts and talents that consistently communicate something meaningful to 

others, that response is of course extremely important and a great reward and joy for the 

composer or performer, for example.225 He notes: “in the midst of humanity there exist 

beings who are far superior in all respects to everything else—not just in the way they 
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live and behave but also with regard to what they really can do. The arts certainly also 

reflect this entire process.”226 “Throughout my life I’ve been convinced that an angel 

constantly guides me. The angel involved has also changed along with the tasks I’ve set 

myself and which I’ve been set—unforeseeably as the outcome of new means and 

turning-points in my life…my angel is highly experienced in musical issues.”227 

Margaret Barker cited Christopher Rowland, Dean Ireland’s Professor of Exegesis 

of Holy Scripture, Oxford, in making this point more broadly: 

Ancient Jews and Christians had a strong sense of living in a universe where 
relationships with humans were not the only kind of relationships. What one saw 
with one’s physical senses did not encompass everything there was, for angels and 
demons were such an important part of everyday life … they were “ministering 
spirits”… ancient people had a strong sense of living in the midst of powerful 
forces that far transcended the human or visible.228 

Modern day science continues to provide empirical evidence as to the enormous 

benefits that music provides for all humans both psychically and physically. Stockhausen 

wrote that “every single one of us basically needs music as a means of self-healing.”229 

As purported widely, music can be spiritual without being bound to a religious form or 

tradition. Awareness throughout western history alone about the element of the 

ephemeral, referring back to human consciousness (ether = akasa), is documented 

through the examples provided in this chapter and referenced in other chapters of this 

dissertation. The abundant and important evidence about the magical, transformative 
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powers of music cannot be measured in conventional scientific ways, but that does not 

mean that these powers do not exist, and are not profoundly meaningful. 

In the Age of Reason, ancient links between humans, between nature and the 

universe were severed leaving things fragmented, disjointed and disconnected.  

Evidence in these various forms going way back in western history, for example, point to 

this lost tradition that existed and which permeated the thinking of earlier times. There is 

tangible evidence throughout modern day society of a yearning to reconnect with the 

ancient wisdom of the past, the idea of the interconnectedness of mind, body and spirit 

and the immensely important role of music where this is concerned. Although not 

expressed in spiritual or mystical terms in the scientific community, the scientific 

findings as to what music can effect and how it can move people into other states and 

realms, people who are otherwise comatose for example, who only become enlivened, 

awakened through music, from hearing a Chopin waltz or a Mozart piano sonata, for 

example, are more and more becoming common stories that we hear about in our own 

day. Movies portray this evidence, from “Awakenings” based on the findings by the late 

Dr. Oliver Sacks, of the profound effect music has on Parkinson’s patients, from his book 

“Awakenings,” for example. The movie, “The Notebook,” portrays how the heroine 

suffers from Alzheimers Disease later in life, and although she cannot remember her own 

children, she can sit down at the piano and play from memory a Chopin prelude she had 

learned in her youth. 

Indeed, the references to music as a means of responding to the negative aspects 

of physical and mental stress and illness are found in a wide variety of unexpected places. 
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A recent television ad for Bose stereo speakers and headphones played on a regular basis 

during the months of December 2015 and January 2016, features Russel Wilson, star 

quarterback for the Seattle Seahawks of the National Football League. Wilson is sitting 

on the edge of his pool while he listens to music. The line “music builds you up” is the 

focus of the spot. Oliver Candy, editor for the world’s best-selling classical music 

magazine, BBC Music, writes of wartime performances (January 2016 edition) in 

Leningrad in 1942 (Shostakovich, Symphony No. 7) and London (Myra Hess at the 

National Gallery during the Bliztkrieg) and states, “It’s difficult to overestimate the 

transformative effect on pain and distress that even the simplest of performance can 

have.” Victor Hugo (1802–1885), the French writer, articulates this communicative 

healing power to transform: “Music expresses what cannot be spoken and what is 

impossible to remain silent about.”230 

Stockhausen believed that one is primarily an individual spirit who must connect 

with the universal spirit, and that a high level of consciousness is needed to achieve this. 

He believed that most western professional musicians perform without this awareness or 

connectedness to the supra-consciousness. “Great power is given to us musicians. Our 

sounds can kindle in other human beings the fire of longing to rise above themselves.”231 

As indicated previously in this dissertation, my own professional training and career path 

began with only a slight recognition of the power of music to “work” on extra-musical 

levels. Indeed, this aspect of musical performance was never part of the academic 
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curriculum and remains largely absent even today. “Music is the most subtle way of 

developing oneself spiritually …When a certain piece of music penetrates a person, a 

resonance is set in motion and an inner voice says: ‘I like this resonance. It elevates me 

… or this is dragging me down.’”232 

When I listen to music, an entire individual universe opens up. I have the most 
incredible images, dreams and visions. I can develop the angel within 
myself…specific music awakens—not in general but for certain people, 
responsive to the vibrations—that higher being within ourselves one would 
constantly like to be…I want to become someone more developed, capable of 
doing more every day. Music is a means to that end, a highly personal 
means…The music is a means suddenly enabling you to fly…I don’t know of any 
other method permitting such a high degree of absolutely personal self-
education.233 

Novalis, the pseudonym of Georg Philipp Fredrich Freiherr von Hardenberg, was 

a poet, author and philosopher of early German Romanticism, who lived from 1772 until 

1801. Novalis believed that mankind was called upon to educate the earth and to recreate 

the harmony between man and nature that existed in earlier times.234 In his own day, he 

stated that the “tender sensitivity of Nature has been lost.”235 As Stockhausen states: 

there seems to be the outcome of a unified world concept in which everything is 
related to everything else—and where everything is, so to speak, music with 
musical intervals, obeying just a few universal laws out of which diversity 
develops. That has long been forgotten about but is gradually returning to 
consciousness again.236 
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The music therapist, Triona McCaffrey, in 2013 “worries if the entities of soul 

and spirit are being lost from the consciousness of current mental health practice.”237 

Performers and composers are the alchemists “who help transmute the Earth by making 

its substance and souls resonate with echoes of the heavenly music.”238 The mystical 

belief is that, for one’s music-making to truly benefit others, to reach others, that one 

must be blessed by Mnemosyne, Goddess of Memory, mother of the Nine Muses. Her 

power is allowing those blessed to recapture our other modes of being: “of remembering 

whence we came, who we really are, and where we are going.”239 But along with 

memory we must be blessed by Apollo, god of order, beauty, supreme wielder of the bow 

and lyre. 

Marcel Proust wrote: “certain great artists who do us the service, when they 

awaken in us the emotion corresponding to the theme which they have found, of shewing 

us what richness, what variety lies hidden, unknown to us, in that great black 

impenetrable night, discouraging exploration, of our soul.”240 The musical performer is 

the conveyor, but the performer’s music continues after played on subtler planes. “One 

can sense it in the stillness that ought to follow a musical performance. Clairvoyants 

assure us that they see it … no musical vibrations are ever entirely lost: even though they 

are dispersed, they will go on vibrating through the cosmos for eternity.”241 
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The musical “sirens” of today are both female and male, with those rarer, rather 

than more common performing musicians’ music truly enchanting audiences and 

transporting listeners to different states and realms of being. This “magic” of a different 

plane, a subtler plane, does not fall into today’s methods of empirical measurement. This 

“magic” is however evidenced in empirically unconventional ways, for example, through 

the visible radiance, glow, physical softening, physical vibrancy and excitement, joyous 

comfort and solace exuded by the individuals. Palpable also are the testimonials of 

audience members stating how transported and enchanted they were by a particular 

artist’s musical performance. My own contribution to this evidence is that which I have 

observed, felt, and experienced, along with the countless unsolicited testimonials from 

audience members, critics, peers and other listeners of my musical performances. These 

examples and those of other artists provide tangible evidence of the ephemeral essence of 

the effect that this “magic” does create. The transformative effect of the “inexplicable 

magic” being akin to the essence of temporary, yet lasting, spiritual rejuvenation, 

illumination, and Elysium. 
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